The PLG Appeal

launched by Lord Goodman,
29th January 1974

For nearly twenty years the programmes presented by the Park Lane Group have enriched the musical scene in London and outside in a unique way. A voluntary committee (still retaining several of its original members) has sponsored more than one generation of young artists and indefatigably promoted 20th century, contemporary and little-known music of all persuasions ranging from chamber music and experimental jazz to opera.

The Park Lane Group has never been a splinter group of any kind but has sought to present the best material, providing opportunities where none existed before, and performing fine music which might otherwise remain unheard. High standards of discrimination in both programmes and presentation have become associated with all the activities of the Group, which has become nationally and internationally known through wide coverage in the Press and through BBC recordings of its programmes over many years. At a time when individual patrons are rare and public patronage increasing, the flexible and imaginative independence of the PLG is a most valuable ingredient in our musical society. This is one aspect of London’s artistic life which causes it to be regarded as the musical capital of the world.

The Group has for some years received an encouraging but limited Arts Council grant for specific events within its programme as well as help from the Performing Right Society. For the rest it has been financed by small grants which have rarely been sufficient to cover all costs or to encourage the expansion which its ideas and artistic capital justify. The Group’s future activities are therefore threatened through lack of financial security. On the strength of its record and the vitality that its indefinite continuity would offer, the PLG is asking for funds which are needed to cover the considerable operating deficit which has accumulated over the past ten years, to provide the clerical help in order to support the administrative tasks which have inevitably increased with the success of the whole venture, and to ensure a firm baiss for the future.

All contributions, large and small, will be received with much appreciation.

PLG, 29 Exhibition Road, London SW72AS
Tel: 01-584 6716
AARON COPLAND

Poems of Emily Dickinson

'Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson'
for Voice and Piano (1951)
'Eight Poems of Emily Dickinson'
for Voice and Chamber Orchestra

The orchestral version was arranged during the years 1958-70 and
first performed by Gwendolyn Killebrew and the Juilliard Orchestra
under Michael Tilson Thomas at a New York concert to mark the
composer's 70th birthday.

Full score for hire
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RECENT ISSUES (1971-73) INCLUDE:

99 Articles on Schoenberg, Berg and Webern; Dallapiccola, 'Pages from a Diary'; Conversation with Leopold Spinner.


101 A Survey: Maxwell Davies’s new opera, Taverner, with articles by the composer, Stephen Arnold, and Gabriel Josipovici. Also a major study by David Josephson: 'The Historical John Taverner'.

102 Claudio Spies on the Stravinsky Exhibition at the Lincoln Centre; Elliott Carter on Stefan Wolpe; Joseph Kerman reviews Taverner.

103 Bartók on Revolution and Evolution (1st Harvard Lecture); Roger Sessions on Schoenberg in America; and Andrew Imrie on Sessions’s Symphonies. Stravinsky’s Cadences (Robin Maconie) and The Music of Claudio Spies (Paul Lanský).

104 Pfitzner’s orchestral works (Truscott); Weill’s harmony (Kemp); Blacher’s 70th birthday (von Einem, Burt); von Einem’s Visit (Saathen); Henze’s 6th Symphony (Harvey); Stockhausen’s Momente (Maconie).

105 The Compositional Process (Edison Denizov); Rachmaninoff revalued (Walsh); Pulcinella (Keller); Shostakovich’s 13th Symphony (Ottaway); Ginastera’s Beatriz Cenci (Lowens); Maxwell Davies (Swan); Carter and Sessions (Connolly).

106 Britten’s 60th birthday celebrated by Bliss, Copland, Henze, Milhaud, and Shostakovich; Britten’s fourth creative decade (Evans); Barcelona 1936 (Lennox Berkeley); Aldeburgh (Geoffrey Grigson). Frank Bridge I (Payne); Maw’s instrumental works (Whittall); Alan Bush on Schnabel and Debussy.

107 Britten’s theatre music (White); Frank Bridge II (Payne); Schoenberg-Gerhard series (Neighbour, MacDonald); Cage and Cardew (Nyman); Varese (Maconie); Havergal Brian (Rapoport).

108 Stravinsky’s sacred texts (Holloway); Tcherepnin (Layton); Tributes to Dallapiccola (Lutyens, Henze, Wood); Gershwin (Keller); Srnalley (Emmerson)
LEOPOLD SPINNER

CONCERTO FOR PIANO & CHAMBER ORCHESTRA op.4
For single woodwind, single brass, percussion, harp and string quartet.
Duration 8½ minutes. Full score for sale, score and parts for hire.

PRELUDE & VARIATIONS op.18
For single woodwind, single brass, celesta, harp, timpani, two percussion players and strings. Dedicated to Igor Stravinsky on his 80th birthday.
Duration c. 12 minutes. Full score for sale, score and parts for hire.

RICERCATA op.21
For single woodwind, single brass, celesta, harp and twelve solo strings.
Duration c. 15 minutes. Full score and parts for hire.

QUINTET op.14
For clarinet, horn, guitar, double bass and bassoon.
Duration 10 minutes. Score for sale, parts for hire.

FANTASY op.9
For piano.

INVENTIONS op.13
For piano.

SUITE op.10
For clarinet and piano.

FUNF LIEDER op.8
For soprano and piano.

SIX CANONS ON IRISH FOLK SONGS
For S.A.T.B. a cappella.

A Short Introduction to the Technique of Twelve Tone Composition
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